
Section 2 Math 227 Midterm Exam October 24, 1995

Name:

Social Security Number:

Before starting to work, make sure that you have acompleteexam:4 numbered pages stapled
to this page.

Show all work clearly in the space provided. For full credit, include all steps necessary for
your answer to be a clear and logical consequence of the preceding work. To be eligible for partial
credit, all row-reduction work must carry clear labels indicating which operations you perform.

Budget time by allotting no more than 7 minutes for each 10 points. Do not write anything on
this page below the following dashed line.

1. 4.

2. 5.

3. 6. (Bonus)

TOTAL SCORE:
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1. Consider the system of linear equations{ x1 − 3x2 − 2x3 = 2
x2 − x3 = 1

−2x1 + 3x2 + 7x3 = −7

(a) (15 points) Find the solution set of the system.

(b) (5 points) What does your work tell you about the intersection inR3 of the three planes
x − 3y− 2z= 0, y− z= 0, and−2x + 3y+ 7z= 0? Explain your answer!

(c) (10 points) What can you conclude about the linear independence/dependence of the set
{u, v,w}, whereu = (1, 0,−2), v = (−3, 1, 3), andw = (−2,−1, 7)? (If independent,
explain how that follows from your work. If dependent, give a nontrivial linear relation
among the vectors.)

(d) (5 points) Is the coefficient matrixA of this system of equations invertible? Why, or why
not?
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(e) (5 points) From your work in (a), give theLU -factorization ofA.

(f) (5 points) Ify =
[ y1

y2

y3

]
andb =

[ 2
1
−7

]
, then find the solution set of the systemLy = b,

whereL is the matrix found in (e).

(g) (5 points) Without any further work, write down the solution of the systemUx = y,
whereU is the matrix found in (e) andy is the vector found in (f).

2. Consider the linear transformationT : R3 → R3 whose standard matrix is the matrixA of
Question 1(d).

(a) (3 points) Without doing any additional computations, write downT(i), T(j), andT(k).

(b) (3 points) Write the formula forT(x, y, z) for (x, y, z) an arbitrary vector inR3.
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(c) (9 points) DoesT mapR3 ontoR3? Why or why not?

3. (10 points) Suppose thatI , 0, X, Y, A, B, C, andD are square matrices of appropriate sizes so

that all products are defined and

[
I X
0 Y

] [
A B
C 0

]
=
[

D B
I 0

]
, where 0 stands for a zero

matrix and I for an identity matrix. Then expressX andY in terms ofA, B, C, andD.

4. (15 points) ForP =
[ 1 0 5

1 1 0
0 1 −4

]
, determine whetherP is invertible. If so, findP−1

and writeP as a product of elementary matrices. If not, explain carefully whyP does not
have an inverse matrix.
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5. (10 points) AnaffinetransformationT : Rn → Rn is a function of the formT(x) = Ax+ b,
whereA is n-by-n andb ∈ Rn. Show that ifb 6= 0 thenT is not a linear transformation.

6. Bonus Question. (10 points maximum, partial credit possible) Attempt this problemonly
after having completed and checked over the earlier questions.

If AB is an invertiblen-by-n matrix, then mustB also be invertible? If so, prove that. If not,
give an example of matricesA andB such that B is not invertible butAB is.


